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“How will you help us find the low hanging fruit? There is no low hanging fruit. The 

tree is 400 years old and the roots are deep. These trees are deeply rooted in racism 

and the fruit they bear is rotten. We have to plant new seeds and toil new soil.”  

-- Aisha Alexander-Young, Senior Director for Strategy and Equity, Meyer Foundation  

October 2019 Convening 
Are there any topics that you want to cover during our October convening?  

• For those who have held equity summits – how did you design them? Who helped plan 

them? What was the content?  

• Different grant application formats you accept and the process behind that (e.g. video grant 

applications) 

 

Lessons Learned from the 2019 Funders Institute 
• Operationalizing racial equity and including people with lived expertise needs to happen at 

all levels, starting with board and board committees.  

o Look at the Consumer Health Foundation as an example.  

• It is important to go on your racial equity journey with your grantees.  

o Doing your own internal work is important, as is sharing the journey with grantees. 

Additionally, A lot of successful racial equity work with grantees seems to be 

happening in cohorts.  

• We are in the nascent stages of addressing racial inequity in homelessness.  

o “What are you trying to test?” is something we hear a lot, but we’re not quite there 

yet as a field. 

o We are at the data an awareness stage. What will it take to get us to the steps that 

measure and analyze?  

• We need to normalize that structural racism exists in homeless.  

o We often hear that other systems contribute to the racial disparities in 

homelessness, but the homelessness system is just as structurally racist. How are 

our tools and data also racist? 

o United Way Worldwide just held an equity summit. They had a 2-day groundwater 

training to build awareness. Until leaders can have clear conversations about race, 

it’s hard to take action.  

o Housing conversations are often separate from racial conversations, but 

intersection is needed. 

o Stronger narrative is needed around how folks fall into homelessness.  

▪ But along with this, we can’t just look at the how the homeless system 

operates. We have to acknowledge the racism of the homelessness system. 

https://www.consumerhealthfdn.org/
https://www.consumerhealthfdn.org/


• We need to fund culturally-specific organizations.  

o People often talk about funding black and brown-led organizations, which is 

important, but when there are other groups working with specific populations and 

can help with prevention and housing, we need to make sure they are part of the 

fold. 

o It’s hard to fund black and brown led groups within homelessness when there aren’t 

many, but we can fund culturally specific organizations that assist folks who may 

end up homeless. Create support for authentic collaboration between culturally 

specific organizations and the mainstream systems.  

o Building capacity and asking what the organizations actually need. Ensure that 

organizations are prepared for when a large amount of money comes in, while also 

building capacity so they better meet grant requirements for larger grantors. 

• If we’re not talking about race, we’re not talking about solutions.  

o It’s also important to make sure you aren’t taking off-ramps that divert from the 

issue of racism.  

• Certain questions funders ask can be racially charged – e.g. “capacity” 

o Capacity is paternalistic and white dominant. What’s the definition of capacity and 

who gets to define it? 

o Sometimes it’s how the question is being asked or who is asking the question more 

so than the question that’s being asked.  

o How do we judge the way grantees or potential grantees speak or write? Are less 

well written grant proposals the product of years of oppression and racism? 

▪ Taking into account verbal histories – video applications are great for story-

telling cultures.  

o Philanthropy holds grass-roots organizations to a standard of partnership in a 

disproportionate way to other types of organizations. Direct funding to grass-roots 

organizations if necessary.  

o Getting grounded in how and who determines the right way to answer questions 

and to define solutions and programs. 

▪ E.g. an outcome of “earnings gained” – but what if an increase in earnings 

means that someone has to take on extra jobs? A stronger measure of 

equity and wholeness is hours worked and how people can be present with 

their families.  

 

What Does it Take to Operationalize Racial Equity? 
▪ Commitment from leadership, which can come from pressure for staff, is needed to start 

implementing tools and larger changes related to racial equity. 

o Town hall with employees to talk about racial justice. Make trainings and these 

opportunities available to all – from cafeteria staff to CEO. 

▪ Find ways to empower and inspire every employee to do something.  

▪ Internal DEI process – time is needed as well as interdepartmental champions.  

o Sharing documents to folks within the foundation as a means of planting seeds 

o It takes strong leadership 

o Book clubs, invite staff to events in the area related to race, housing, etc 


